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Note from the Editors: although the e-Competitions editors are doing their best to build a comprehensive set of the leading EU and national antitrust cases, the completeness of the database cannot be guaranteed. The present foreword seeks to provide readers with a view of the existing trends based primarily on cases reported in e-Competitions. Readers are welcome to bring any other relevant cases to the attention of the editors.


I. Introduction

Selective distribution has solidly established itself among the distribution modalities legally available to both suppliers and buyers under European antitrust law, having confirmed its legal and commercial success for decades. The most expensive square meters of our high streets bear witness to the success of this distribution model. Those sectors where Europe has achieved a particular global leadership and competitiveness, such as the luxury, hi-fi or car industries, have relied extensively on selective distribution as the cornerstone of their supply policies. Many other sectors have recently joined the group. Thousands of SMEs have thrived under its umbrella; yet still, paradoxically, selective distribution is somewhat a victim of its success.

While still preserving its legitimacy, selective distribution has suffered from a continued and significant erosion of its traditional legal foundations during the last few years, following persistent challenges from antagonists, e.g., the limitation of its scope to the “reserved territories”; strict conditions of application in the intersection with Internet commerce, including a limitation of the location clause concept; narrowing the scope for combining selective distribution with other restrictions, such as exclusivities; antitrust vigilance whenever discounters’ method of sales are involved; legal uncertainty in the treatment of numerus clausus policies and other quantitative restrictions; or the ambiguities in terms of the products or services that are eligible to benefit from selective distribution.

More importantly, it should be borne in mind that selective distribution has moved from its once privileged position of immunity under the first paragraph of Article 101 TFEU, essentially when certain circumstances were met in terms of suppliers respecting a fair, objective, non-discriminatory and quality-centric framework, to being structurally addressed by regulators in the more challenging category of a legal exception to a hard core restriction. This difference in the formal starting point...
for the legal assessment is not banal. Furthermore, new attacks against the selective distribution model have recently emanated from Internet aggregators’ interests. These have tried to revert the antitrust ‘gaze’ back to the potentially more severe category of possible antitrust infringements related to price, instead of the classic territorial restrictions ‘effects’ discussions. As e-Concurrences has shown through its numerous notes, a renewed wealth of precedents, including a great number from national competition authorities and courts, are shaping the form of this ‘new century’ legal framework for selective distribution where the basic foundations of this unique distribution model are rediscovered and likely to be reasserted. Simultaneously, undoubtedly, Internet commerce is demanding a more sophisticated assessment by the antitrust practitioner in this area.

A refreshed selective distribution legal framework, necessarily adjusted to the e-commerce realities, is likely to continue to play an important role in European distribution. Selective distribution may also be called upon to contribute positively to other antitrust jurisdictions, such as China, with regard to the understanding of a number of fundamental qualitative aspects about the interaction between suppliers, retailers and consumers, which encapsulates the desire to differentiate high added-value offered to consumers in the most sophisticated sectors.

This introductory article to the special issue of e-concurrence on selective distribution will set out the fundamental economic and legal elements underlying the selective distribution model. This article will touch upon most significant issues which are presently under consideration by European competition authorities and judges the resolution of which will hopefully clarify what appears to constitute a readjustment period for selective distribution.

II. The Economics of Selective Distribution

Selective distribution represents a valuable mechanism through which manufacturers may arrange the resale of their products to consumers. From an economics standpoint, the application of selective distribution may give rise both to efficiencies and competition risks. The latter include:

1. softening of competition and/or facilitation of collusion between retailers (reduction of intra-brand competition);
2. foreclosure of certain categories of retailers; and,
3. softening of competition and/or facilitation of collusion between the supplier and its competitors (reduction in inter-brand competition).

These negative effects could be accentuated when several suppliers and their retailers organize their trade in a similar way, leading to so-called ‘cumulative effects’. [2]

However, some economists argue that restricting the number or types of retailers and thus accepting the strictures of selective distribution [3] represent a significant economic cost for manufacturers and upstream suppliers which, ceteris paribus, they would not be willing to undertake unless there is some offsetting benefit involved (e.g., the benefits that the establishment of a selective distribution network imparts to their products). [4]

Indeed, the European Commission (the “Commission”) acknowledges that selective distribution may lead to a number of efficiencies. In particular, by requiring the same or similar investments and marketing activities from all authorized retailers, selective distribution agreements may help solve free-rider problems [5] and/or create a brand image for the product in question. [6] For these types
of efficiencies, the nature of the product is considered to be of particular importance: efficiencies are more likely to be achieved in relation to new products, complex products, products whose qualities are difficult to judge before consumption (so-called “experience” products) or whose qualities are difficult to judge even after consumption (so-called “credence” products). [7] It is also useful to note that the nature of the product is particularly important for the assessment of the brick-and-mortar requirement. [8]

Other possible efficiencies that may be achieved through selective distribution, irrespective of the nature of the product in question, are savings in logistical costs due to economies of scale in various commercial aspects of distribution. [9] Selective distribution may also increase retailers’ sales efforts, thereby addressing the “vertical externality issue”. [10] Finally, in combination with location clauses, selective distribution may protect substantial and relation-specific investments made by the authorized retailer. [11]

III. The Legal Framework of Selective Distribution

A. Definition and Treatment of Selective Distribution

As indicated above, selective distribution represents a valuable mechanism through which manufacturers may arrange the sale of their products to consumers. One of the key features of selective distribution is that it enables manufacturers to restrict the number of authorized retailers thereby ensuring that they retain a certain degree of control in the way their goods reach consumers. [12] Suppliers operating a selective distribution network may appoint authorized retailers on the basis of pre-determined criteria (see below), and stipulate that the products may only be sold to other authorized retailers and consumers. [13] Insofar as EU competition rules are concerned, the benefit of a “closed” selective distribution network has been traditionally understood as a key prerogative for manufacturers, and not a condition. [14] Nonetheless, recent developments in the EU have cast doubt on the way selective distribution is used by some market players and EU decision makers have called for the adoption of a consistent approach regarding the objectivity and “closed” nature of selective distribution networks, so that “the Commission [ensures] that the rules on selective distribution are properly applied, in order to avoid abuses and discrimination.” [15]

A question that often arises relates to the type of products that are eligible for sale under selective distribution. Both the Commission and the Court of Justice of the EU (the “CJEU”) have provided significant guidance in this respect. Requirements relating to the point of sale, commercial staffing and servicing arrangements have been deemed acceptable with respect to a variety of products, such as luxury cosmetics, [16] cameras, [17] televisions, hi-fi and similar products, [18] high quality watches and clocks, [19] computers [20] and newspapers. [21] However, the new vertical restraints regime, applicable since 2010, brought about certain nuances to the scope of the “safe harbor” provided by the vBER: [22]

“The Block Exemption regulation exempts selective distribution regardless of the nature of the product concerned and regardless of the nature of the selection criteria. However, where the characteristics of the product do not require selective distribution or do not require the applied criteria […] such a distribution system does not generally bring about sufficient efficiency enhancing effects to counterbalance a
significant reduction in intra-brand competition.” [23]

In practice, when assessing borderline situations where the legality of the system or the prevailing efficiencies is unclear (in particular above the 30% market share threshold established in the vBER), the lawful character of a selective distribution network will be determined by the authorities by weighing the obligations required from the retailers against the nature of the products in question. [24]

B. Selection Criteria

Selective distribution systems may be based on qualitative and/or quantitative criteria established by manufacturers. According to long-standing case law, pure qualitative selective distribution systems are generally declared to fall outside the scope of Article 101(1) TFEU insofar as they fulfill the following conditions: [25]

i. the legitimacy of the requirement to use selective distribution for the products in question;
ii. the objectivity and proportionality of the qualitative criteria; and
iii. the non-discriminatory application of the criteria to all retailers.

However, when a selective distribution is based on quantitative criteria (either alone or combined with qualitative requirements), the CJEU has traditionally considered these to be subject to the application of Article 101(1) TFEU, but capable of being exempted under the vBER or Article 101(3) TFEU.

Quantitative selective distribution has strayed back into the cross-hairs of national courts and the CJEU in recent years. In Auto 24 v Jaguar, which stemmed from a reference for a preliminary ruling by the French Supreme Court, the CJEU indicated that the quantitative criterion whereby a manufacturer limited the number of authorized retailers in a particular territory (the so-called numerus clausus) only needed to be “verifiable” for the selective distribution system to be lawful; it was not necessary to prove that the criterion was objectively justified or applied uniformly across the system. [26] While the CJEU relied substantially on the language of the Motor Vehicle Block Exemption Regulation, [27] this ruling has generally been perceived as laying down a paradigm applicable mutatis mutandis to the vBER. [28] Nonetheless, it should be borne in mind that the Commission’s past assessment of quantitative criteria has generally encompassed a minimum analysis of their justified character. [29] The question regarding the treatment of numerus clausus criteria is important for a wide array of industries, particularly the sector involving the sale of new motor vehicles and spare parts. [30] As such, there is no doubt that the role that the Commission will play as amicus curiae in further cases before national courts will be key in clarifying this concept.

C. Selective Distribution and the Internet

A further key area will be the Commission’s intervention as amicus curiae before national courts in cases that affect selective distribution and the Internet. E-commerce has shaken selective distribution out of its ‘comfort zone’ and specific questions, such as the “overall equivalence” [31] between the criteria established for online and offline sales, have only just started to be addressed at EU and national level. In 2011, the CJEU overruled the more lenient approach towards prohibitions of online sales that had been adopted so far at national level, [32] and declared that an outright ban on the use of the Internet to sell dermo-cosmetic products was not objectively justified (thus falling
within Article 101(1) TFEU) and could not be exempted under the vBER. The CJEU judgment was followed by the national court that requested the reference, and has been further applied by other national authorities, such as the French Competition Authority and the UK Office of Fair Trading. Furthermore, the decision adopted by the French Competition Authority in the Bang & Olufsen case is particularly illustrative, insofar as the facts entailed an alleged de facto prohibition of Internet sales.

Having accepted that online sales should generally remain available across the EEA, the question shifts to the limits to which the “overall equivalence” principle can be taken. The Commission has provided general guidance on the application of this principle, for example, regarding the use of third-party platforms and the requirement to hold a brick-and-mortar store before engaging in online sales. However, despite the Commission’s efforts, as amicus curiae, the homogeneous application of this principle seems challenging to say the least. With regard to the use of third-party platforms, initial jurisprudence on the matter (originating mainly in Germany) appeared to support the discretion of manufacturers to prohibit sales by retailers through third-party platforms which do not fulfill their qualitative criteria. However, the opening of investigations by the German Federal Cartel Office in 2012 against manufacturers of audio and sports equipment over alleged restrictions of sales on third-party platforms, and the recent ruling by the Higher Regional Court of Berlin, which banned prohibitions of online sales of schoolbags, have added to the confusion among stakeholders.

As regards the right of suppliers to require that an authorized retailer operates one or more brick-and-mortar stores, the French Competition Authority recently stated that “it cannot be excluded that, for certain products, the more the manufacturer requires its distributors on the Internet to meet specific, numerous and demanding criteria, the more difficult it will be therefore to justify the exclusion from its selective distribution network of distributors which do not have a brick-and-mortar outlet.” This seems to somewhat contradict the Commission’s statement regarding the unconditional ability of manufacturers to require that its distributors have one or more brick-and-mortar stores in order to be admitted to the network. As ever, divergent approaches across the EEA can eventually undermine legal certainty and could potentially interfere with the sustainable expansion of e-commerce in Europe.

It also bears mentioning that the French Competition Authority has referred to the possible cumulative effects that might arise from the establishment of similar online criteria by different manufacturers and their requirement that similar competing brands are made available on the same distributor’s website. The Authority has noted that this may lead to a shift in the conditions of selectivity of the retailers towards the strictest criteria imposed by a particular manufacturer. It appears these concerns seem to relate to the possibility that the qualitative criteria for online sales imposed by different manufacturers (de facto) align at levels that are not objective and proportionate in view of the characteristics of certain products. However, what is clear is that the possible foreclosure of potential candidates to the selective distribution networks lies at the heart of the French Competition Authority’s concerns.

Finally, manufacturers selling their products in Europe tend to express concern as to the ability to preserve the balance of their networks. The exponential growth of online sales has been achieved at the cost of the brick-and-mortar outlets, which often find themselves in the ironic position of being amongst the highest (yet unrewarded) contributors to brand value and recognition.
Commission has provided some guidance as to possible means to achieve this much needed balance between online and offline sales (e.g., requiring a minimum amount of offline sales and establishing a fixed-fee to support offline and/or online sales efforts), [44] the French Competition Authority has deepened its study by exploring practical mechanisms to implement the Commission’s Guidelines on Vertical Restraints in this regard. [45] However, this area and, in particular, any aspect related to price discrimination remains challenging for antitrust practitioners trying to reconcile business realities with the ambiguities of EU competition rules.

D. Selective Distribution and Pricing

From the outset, challengers of selective distribution networks have purposefully attempted to establish a connection between these arrangements and others that have been generally considered as being more restrictive of competition, such as price fixing. In Metro (I), the CJEU delivered a carefully worded assessment of the economics of selective distribution, of which price constitutes an important component: “[t]he desire to maintain a certain price level, which corresponds to the desire to preserve, in the interests of consumers, the possibility of the continued existence of this channel of distribution in conjunction with new methods of distribution based on a different type of competition policy, forms one of the objectives which may be pursued without necessarily falling under the prohibition contained in article 101(1), and, if it does fall thereunder, either wholly or in part, coming within the framework of article 101(3). This argument is strengthened if, in addition, such conditions promote improved competition inasmuch as it relates to factors other than prices.” [46] The Court recognized that selective distribution is a means to protect the sales efforts and investments undertaken by the authorized distributors of a particular product, and admitted that this would have a tolerable impact on the prices that these distributors charge on consumers. [47]

Notwithstanding the above, the CJEU later confirmed that “certain price levels”, the existence of which it was willing to accept in Metro (I), do not constitute, in and of themselves, a legitimization of selective distribution. In AEG, the CJEU indicated that a manufacturer operating a selective distribution system “[i]s not justified in taking the view that the acceptance of a commitment to charge prices making possible a sufficiently high profit margin constitutes a lawful condition for admission to a selective distribution system.” [48] As such, in order to ensure the legality of their networks, manufacturers tend to refrain from establishing criteria related to the level of prices that their authorized retailers should charge.

A different question relates to whether price-related obligations should be considered restrictive of EU competition rules, particularly where efficiencies similar to those created by selective distribution are being targeted. In this regard, it is necessary to recall the evolution on the treatment of vertical price-related restraints (e.g., RPM). [49] While the ‘wall’ that was per se treatment of RPM finally came down in the U.S. in 2007 with the advent of Leegin, the ripple effect has not stretched across the Atlantic. [50] Recent treatment of RPM at national level has been strict, [51] especially when involving e-commerce, [52] and it seems that any selective distribution agreement that produces an effect akin to RPM will be treated in a similar way. [53] It is worth noting, nonetheless, that at least on one occasion a national competition authority seemed to recognize the pro-competitive efficiencies derived from the selective use of RPM by a manufacturer. [54]
IV. Evolution and Future Trends

As the retail trade in the EU evolves and moves increasingly online, selective distribution will also be subject to a number of challenges. In particular, the brick-and-mortar requirement has successfully provided sufficient incentives for both suppliers and their distributors to invest in brand and product creation, and the preservation of this delicate investment equilibrium is arguably of pivotal importance for the European manufacturing sector going forward. [55] While the Commission treats the Internet as a means to merge 28 national markets into one, any changes to the cornerstones of selective distribution should be carefully considered.

A. Selective Distribution and e-Commerce

Up until now, manufacturers have viewed selective distribution as an acceptable by-product of the specificities of the EU model. Furthermore, the retail sphere was rooted predominantly in the high street; e-commerce was still in its infancy and so viewed as a mere “add-on”. However, is this still the case in light of the globalization of commerce? [56] A plethora of proposals and reforms are being envisaged as part of the EU Digital Agenda [57] package that could either undermine or strengthen the integrity of selective distribution.

In particular, trustmarks (online signage indicating quality and reliability of a given retailer site) might turn to be of key importance for regulators and manufacturers alike. In its consultations, the Commission has acknowledged the potential it believes trustmarks hold to generate a positive effect on cross-border e-commerce. [58] Consequently, the Commission has advocated establishing an “EU Trustmark” as a means of stimulating e-commerce by creating a more trusted online environment. [59]

When considered in separation, selective distribution networks have arguably no need for trustmarks, since an authorized retailer will be able to rely on the brand recognition of the manufacturer or its own. However, the criteria for using trustmarks do not currently require that a particular reseller of selective distribution products be an authorized retailer/member of that network. Consequently, unauthorized ‘grey-market’ resellers have been able to display trustmarks (including in search results pages) merely for providing delivery guarantees or returns policy. This is confusing to consumers who are expecting an authorized retailer-level advice and information on the products from those presumably ‘legitimate’ resellers. This in turn not only has a negative impact on the brand and product image but, more importantly, decreases consumers’ trust online and holds back e-commerce growth. In this sense, manufacturers operating selective distribution networks might have an interest in working towards integrating both concepts: trustmarks and a selective distribution network authorization.

B. International context

1. EU-US & EU-Canada Trade Agreements

In light of the concluded EU and Canada negotiations on the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (“CETA”), as well as the ongoing EU-U.S. negotiations on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (“TTIP”), it is worth mentioning that U.S. law generally affords the manufacturer/supplier with broad economic liberty as to how, and in what form, their products reach the consumer. [60] It remains to be seen how the CETA and the TTIP would treat the natural
limitations of EU selective distribution networks in the context of transatlantic trade.

While the CETA provisions seek to enhance the multijurisdictional protection of IP, they do not go beyond the protection level already provided for in the EU. [61] With regard to e-commerce, initial provisions aimed at introducing stricter monitoring and enforcement powers were removed to reflect the fact that the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (“ACTA”) had been rejected by the European Parliament. Therefore, the CETA provision regarding e-commerce will necessarily be based on the E-commerce Directive (2000), [62] and is unlikely to change the legislative landscape further.

As regards the TTIP, its overall objective with respect to e-commerce seems to be the improvement of conditions for market access. [63] Nonetheless, it remains to be seen what this will mean for selective distribution networks. The EU’s proposal seems to preliminarily recognize that online goods and services acquired from an overseas supplier should not be subject to customs duties [64] and this could arguably push retail trade further into the online domain. Time will tell whether these transatlantic partnerships aimed at harmonizing trade conditions will dilute a number of the remaining offline protections afforded to manufacturers under the current EU model in choosing how their goods reach consumers, as well as the scope of recognition and protection of trademarks and other IP rights under traditional exhaustion principles.

2. China

The European industry that has successfully tested selective distribution policies in Europe for many years will naturally attempt to replicate this business model in China, while adjusting to local peculiarities. In parallel, China’s economy continues to grow locally, including the size and capabilities of its national manufacturers and distributors who will tend to start operating under more sophisticated vertical agreement schemes. Finally, it is worth noting the existence of strong Chinese e-commerce champions which are already operating at a cross-border level in Asia.

At its current stage, the EU policy on vertical restraints seems to be strongly influencing the evolution of the Chinese antitrust regime regarding distribution aspects. Therefore, we seem to be moving from a system which in practice gave manufacturers a wide discretion in their distribution policies to a more regulated environment along the lines of the EU model. [65] It remains to be seen how the Chinese antitrust enforcers and policy makers will deal with selective distribution.

V. Conclusion

It would appear that selective distribution is entering into what can only be regarded as a legislative “climate change”, and the relevance of the adage “we live in uncertain times” will only become more prominent. There are many divergent interests and factors that must be balanced by the EU legislators in order to ensure that an environment conducive to growing e-commerce is created. However, selective distribution has a tremendous card to play in the upcoming debates provided it is able to demonstrate its contribution to a different “trusted” and better quality e-commerce environment option for consumers. There will be numerous opportunities in the near future to reassert its specific added value for the economy in general and the consumers’ welfare in particular (e.g., in the future EU legislative initiatives or Free Trade Agreements).

It is anticipated that, while limited in scope, selective distribution will still have a role to play in the
future legal architecture, and the size of that contribution will depend entirely on whether the EU legislature manages to recognize the potential value of the selective distribution ‘wood’ through the Digital Agenda’s ‘trees’. Some light can be shed on this by looking to recent enforcement trends at national and European-Brussels levels. [66]
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